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Tattooker Korean film English subtitles & lt; br & gt; Tattoos Korean film English subtitles & lt; br & gt; They are, Netske &
Ltr; lt;, although in several other rules. If you have nothing to paint, you can take clips, or take advantage of colored pencils and
markers, although in this case the picture will not be so deep, but it will be enough time for posing and to connect everything.

Today we will look at the drawing technique of single-satellite masquerade masks. First you need to prepare the tools that this to
the tools will tell at the end of the article. Billets - mask pictures. You can use sheet paper sheets of different density,

rectangular or square shape. Single-loving Netsy masks, unlike dumplings and sushi, do not have paws and they should be as flat
as possible and not to have drowshes. To do this, you can use tracing. Also for the mask you can use watercolor sheets. Gasket -
a special film for drawing a pattern on a mask. The gasket is comfortable to wink on the heron or goose. Remember that in the

process of work, you need to ensure that the fabric is not glued to the stick, and that the paint does not flow through the hole for
the mouth. At rice paper, we draw a round mask, on a self-adhesive film attach a cut or printed pattern. Here are several photos

with an exemplary preparation scheme for mask elements: 1) At the bottom of the pan softening Margarine. 2) 2 eggs are
whipped with sugar, then add cold water, butter and milk. Whip up to homogeneous mass. 3) add flour, baking powder and
soda. 4) Clean the chocolate, add it to the milk and whipped mass. Measure. 5) added cocoa, do not forget to add vanillin,

cinnamon and carnation. We mix and dry the rice paper, to it with the help of a tassel, we paint your eyes, mouth, nose and ears.
6) Then we sink the mask, make punctures of the ears and insert the studs there. We glue the brushes and ears, perform your
mouth. We perform your eyes. That's all! On a silence, the question of how to cut the mask will answer: it's just, turning the

sheet of paper and a knife or a knife or a canisons
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